We introduce a class of iterated integrals that generalize multiple polylogarithms to elliptic curves. These elliptic multiple polylogarithms are closely related to similar functions defined in pure mathematics and string theory. We then focus on the equal-mass and non-equal-mass sunrise integrals, and we develop a formalism that enables us to compute these Feynman integrals in terms of our iterated integrals on elliptic curves. The key idea is to use integration-by-parts identities to identify a set of integral kernels, whose precise form is determined by the branch points of the integral in question. These kernels allow us to express all iterated integrals on an elliptic curve in terms of them. The flexibility of our approach leads us to expect that it will be applicable to a large variety of integrals in high-energy physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN and the absence of signals of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), we have entered a new era of precision physics. Indeed, the mass of Higgs boson was the last free parameter of the SM whose value had not yet been determined by experiments. Therefore, with the measurement of the Higgs mass, the SM is a fully predictive theory that can be valid, at least in principle, all the way up to the Planck scale. Even if the scale of new physics is beyond the reach of the LHC, small deviations to SM predictions may still show up in total cross sections and distributions, due to the effect of virtual particles in the loops. It is therefore of paramount importance that we are able to provide very precise theoretical predictions which match the precision reached by experimental measurements at the LHC.
Precision calculations for LHC observables require the evaluation of Feynman diagrams where additional virtual or real particles are present in the process. While next-to-leading order computations, which include contributions with one additional real or virtual particle, have been fully automated a few years ago already, we are currently living through an era where next-to-next-to-leading order computations are becoming the new standard. Key in this progress has been, among other things, an improved understanding of how to perform two-loop computations. In particular, it has become clear that large classes of Feynman integrals can be expressed in terms of a class of special functions known as multiple polylogarithms (MPLs) [1] [2] [3] . One of the main advantages of working with MPLs is that their underlying mathematical and algebraic structures are well understood [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
It is well known, however, that not all two-loop Feynman integrals can be expressed in terms of MPLs alone. The first appearance of a two-loop integral that cannot be expressed in terms of MPLs goes back to QED [9] , where it was observed that the electron self-energy involves integrals of elliptic type. Similar functions have recently shown up in two-loop computations relevant to LHC processes, like for example top-quark pair production [10] [11] [12] , Higgs production in association with a jet [13] and top-mass effects in diphoton and dijet production [14] . The previous processes all explicitly involve a heavy massive particle in the loop, and it was assumed for a long time that massive propagators are a necessary condition for the appearance of non-polylogarithmic structures. Recently, however, it was shown that elliptic integrals also show up in planar N = 4 Super Yang-Mills [15] [16] [17] . Although the previous examples make it clear that progress in multi-loop computations will require a deeper understanding of Feynman integrals of elliptic type, still very little is known about the mathematical properties of the resulting class of functions. This, in turn, has sparked a lot of activity in recent years in trying to uncover the mathematics of elliptic Feynman integrals [12, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] The most prominent elliptic Feynman integral is the so-called sunrise integral, i.e., the two-loop integral with three massive propagators. It had been observed already fifteen years ago that the maximal cut of this integral can be expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first kind [21] . The result for the full (uncut) integral, however, remained mysterious for more than a decade. In a landmark paper Bloch and Vanhove have shown that the sunrise integral with three equal masses in two dimensions can naturally be written in terms of a generalization of the dilogarithm to an elliptic curve [23] . The latter is a special case of a more general class of functions, called elliptic multiple polylogarithms (eMPLs) [34] [35] [36] , and they have recently appeared also in the context of superstring amplitudes at one-loop [37] [38] [39] . The result of ref. [23] has sparked a wealth of new results and representations for the sunrise integral, including also higher-order terms in dimensional regularization and results in four space-time dimensions [12, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . A common feature of these results is that most of them require the introduction of a new elliptic generalization of MPLs, whose relationship to the eMPLs that have appeared in pure mathematics and string theory is often unclear. This is somewhat disconcerting, because in the non-elliptic case it was precisely the realisation that ordinary MPLs constitute the right class of functions with beautiful algebraic properties that was at the heart of a lot of progress in multi-loop computations.
In the present paper, we try to close this gap, and we introduce a class of functions that are defined as iterated integrals on an elliptic curve. The ensuing functions have at most logarithmic singularities -thereby constituting a genuine generalization of polylogarithms to elliptic curves. We discuss how one can easily compute the sunrise integral in term of these functions, and we present analytic results for all the master integrals of the sunrise topology in d = 2 − 2 dimensions. In particular, we present for the first time an analytic expression for the second master integral in the case of three unequal masses. In a companion paper [40] , we study in detail some of the properties of our functions. In particular, we show that they are equivalent to the eMPLs introduced in the mathematics literature. As such, our functions genuinely deserve being called elliptic multiple polylogarithms as well. At the same time, this shows how the sunrise integral is connected to the eMPLs that have appeared in mathematics and string theory.
The outline of the paper is as follows: after providing a lightning overview of some background on the sunrise integrals in section II, we will jump into the evaluation of the first master integral for the equal-mass sunrise integral in section III. This integral will serve as our prime example of how eMPLs naturally arise in the context of the sunrise integrals. After this first encounter with iterated integrals on elliptic curves, we will discuss and compute the second master integral for the equal-mass sunrise integral in section IV. We will collect structural results of the first sections, including the complete set of integration kernels that define eMPLs, in a brief summary section V. In section VI, we will apply our new language to the more complex scenario of sunrise integrals with three different masses. In particular, we will discuss the unitary cut of the sunrise integral as well as the unequal-mass master integrals for the sunrise topology from dispersion relations. In section VII we draw our conclusion.
II. THE SUNRISE INTEGRAL: OVERVIEW
The most popular example of a family of Feynman integrals that cannot be computed in terms of multiple polylogarithms are the sunrise integrals, which have received a lot of attention over the last few years. The sunrise integrals can be represented by the following graph, 
where the integration measure is defined as
is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and ν i ∈ Z denote the multiplicities of the propagators. We work in dimensional regularization in d = d 0 − 2 dimensions, where d 0 is even. We define S = −s = −p 2 , and the quantities k i and m i denote the loop momenta and the masses of the propagators respectively.
In terms of Feynman parameters, the integral in eq. (II.1) can equivalently be written as
with ν ≡ 3 i=1 ν i , and the Symanzik polynomials are
In order to get a feeling for the class of functions that show up when evaluating the integral in eq. (II.3), let us first consider the case where all masses are equal, m i = m = 0. We will return to the unequalmass case in section VI. Throughout this paper, we only discuss the sunrise integrals in d = 2 − 2 dimensions. This allows us to focus on the elliptic core of the integrals. We stress that the restriction to two dimensions is not a limitation, because the results in d = 4 − 2 dimensions can always be recovered via dimensional recurrence relations [41, 42] . Equation (II.1) defines an infinite family of Feynman integrals, but not all members of the family are independent. We can use integration-by-parts (IBP) identities to reduce any member in the sunrise topology with three equal (non-zero) masses to a linear combination of three master integrals, which we can choose to be S 111 , S 211 and S 110 . S 110 is a product of one-loop integrals and will not be discussed any further. Note that, of course, in order to obtain an integral family for the sunrise graph closed under IBP identities we need to add two independent scalar products to the definition in eq. (II.1). In the following we will often refer to S 111 and S 211 loosely as the first and second master integrals. These two master integrals will be our guiding examples for exploring the world of elliptic multiple polylogarithms in this article. We stress that our paper is not the first to consider the sunrise integrals, but they have been computed in various different guises in terms of functions that cannot be expressed in terms of multiple polylogarithms (MPLs). The goal of this paper is to show that there is a natural class of iterated integrals on an elliptic curve through which our results can be expressed. This class of iterated integrals, whose mathematical properties are spelled out in more detail in a companion paper [40] , have at most logarithmic singularities on the elliptic curve, and as such they deserve to be called elliptic multiple polylogarithms (eMPLs). Moreover, in ref. [40] we show that these elliptic polylogarithms are indeed very closely related to the multiple elliptic polylogarithms considered in the mathematics literature [34] [35] [36] .
In the next two sections we will describe in detail the computation of the first and second master integrals.
III. FIRST MASTER INTEGRAL OF THE EQUAL-MASS SUNRISE

A. The first master integral in d = 2 dimensions
Starting from eq. (II.3), the first master integral of the equal-mass sunrise topology admits the integral representation
The integral is convergent in two dimensions, and so we can simply perform the expansion in the dimensional regulator at the integrand level. At leading order in , the integral S 111 is determined solely by the polynomial F defined in eq. (II.4):
The denominator is a quadratic polynomial in x 2 . We perform the change of variables x 1 = x/(1 − x), and we find
After linearizing the denominator by partial fractioning in x 2 , the remaining integral is easily performed, yielding
where a i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, denote the roots of the quartic polynomial inside the square root
The auxiliary variables ρ andρ are defined by
For real values of √ −S and m they are complex conjugates of each other. The four roots a i of the quartic polynomial are clearly distinct for distinct and non-vanishing values of √ −S and m, and therefore the quartic polynomial is irreducible.
In absence of the logarithm in the numerator in eq. (III.4), the integral would evaluate to an incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind:
While elliptic integrals of this type are well studied in 19th century mathematics, integrals of the type in eq. (III.4), with a logarithm in the numerator, are not part of the classical literature on elliptic integrals; only recently a subclass of these integrals has been studied in detail in ref. [31] . One of the main goals of this paper is to show how such integrals can be performed in complete generality in terms of a well-defined class of iterated integrals. We start by analyzing the logarithmic term in eq. (III.4) separately. Differentiating with respect to x and integrating back, we find the following integral representation for the logarithm,
Perhaps surprisingly, the logarithm itself can be written as an integral of elliptic type, as indicated by y x in the denominator (which denotes y evaluated at x ). Concretely, eq. (III.10) contains three integrals of elliptic type:
The first integral in eq. (III.11) bears some similarities with the elliptic integral of the first kind K in eq. (III.9). One is tempted to try to integrate the remaining two integrals by parts in order to reduce them to those of the first kind. That attempt is futile, however, and one can show that indeed the three integrals in eq. (III.11) are independent with respect to IBP identities. This, in turn, is a well-known result in mathematics: the second and third integral in eq. (III.11) are related to the incomplete elliptic integrals of third kind:
(III.12)
As a conclusion, all the integrations in eq. (III.10) can be performed in terms of elliptic integrals of the first and third kind, leading to an intriguing relation between a logarithm and a sum of elliptic integrals. When we rewrite the logarithm in eq. (III.4) as a combination of elliptic integrals, the classical theory of elliptic integrals of the 19th century is no longer sufficient to perform the integral. Very loosely speaking, our goal is to extend the theory of elliptic integrals to include those iterated integrations. This is achieved by defining an elliptic generalization of multiple polylogarithms, elliptic multiple polylogarithms (eMPLs), which are defined as iterated integrals over suitable integration kernels ψ i ,
where n i ∈ Z, c i ∈ C ∪ {∞} and the recursion starts with E 4 (; x) = 1. Note that the definition in eq. (III.13) is in complete analogy with the ordinary multiple polylogarithms, which are defined recursively by
. . , a n ; x ) , (III.14)
starting with G(; x) = 1. Let us briefly discuss some of the properties of the integration kernels ψ i in eq. (III.13). The kernels should satisfy three basic requirements. First, they should not be total derivatives, because otherwise the integration would be trivial. Second, to form a good basis, they should be independent with respect to IBP identities. Finally, since our eMPLs should have at most logarithmic singularities, the integration kernels should have at most simple poles. From the previous discussion, it follows that we have natural candidates in eq. (III.11) that satisfy all of the requirements. We therefore define the following integration kernels,
where the kernel ψ 0 (0, x) includes the normalization factor c 4 =
√ a 13 a 24 , with a ij = a i − a j . Since our iterated integrals shall be a generalization of ordinary MPLs, we include their integration kernel from eq. (III.14), and we define
Note that the previous equation implies that ordinary MPLs are just a subset of eMPLs. While these definitions may seem ad hoc at this point, we will argue in more detail in section IV that these kernels indeed define genuine eMPLs. In particular, we will see that we need to extend the set of kernels in eq. (III.15) in order to obtain a complete and independent set of eMPLs. The kernels in eq. (III.15), however, are sufficient for the computation of the first master integral of the equal-mass sunrise topology, and so we defer a more detailed discussion of the complete set of integration kernels to a subsequent section. Let us also comment on the singularity structure of the integration kernels ψ i . Different types of kernels are indexed by an integer subscript, and the first argument of ψ i (c, x) indicates that this kernel has a simple pole at x = c. In particular, c may be infinite, indicating that there is a pole at x = ∞. Indeed, letting x = 1/u, we see that ψ −1 (∞, x) has a pole at x = ∞ (that shows up as a pole at u = 0). The only kernel deviating from this nomenclature is ψ 0 (0, x), which does not have any pole. Further clarification is required for the kernel ψ −1 (0, x): it is straightforward to check that 1/(xy) has a pole x = 0 (assuming a i = 0), leading to an end-point singularity in eq. (III.13) whenever c k = 0. Correspondingly, the pole at x = 0 is removed by the Kronecker δ term, making the convergence of the integral manifest. Note that also ψ 1 (0, x) = 1/x is singular at x = 0. In this case, however, we do not subtract the singularity, but we use the following special definition, well-known from the case of ordinary MPLs,
Finally, by using y in eq. (III.15) we are implicitly using information about the geometry of the underlying elliptic curve we are working on. Thus it would be accurate to attach the root vector a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) as an additional parameter to each of the kernels and E 4 . However, in order to avoid cluttering the notation, we always suppress the dependence on the root vector, as in this paper all our equations will involve objects defined on the same elliptic curve only (we assume the external kinematics fixed).
Armed with these definitions, we can now return to eq. (III.10) and write it in terms of the integration kernels,
Using the iterated definition of the eMPLs in eq. (III.13), all integrations can be performed with ease and yield
The previous equation is a remarkable identity that allows us to write a logarithm with a complicated algebraic argument in terms of elliptic polylogarithms with simple arguments. Inserting eq. (III.19) into eq. (III.4), we obtain
where we have replaced 1/y with the integral kernel ψ 0 (0, x)/c 4 . The remaining integrations can easily be performed using eq. (III.13), which leads to the result
is the final result for the first master integral of the sunrise topology in d = 2 dimensions. As promised, we see that the result can be cast entirely in the form of a linear combination of eMPLs defined in eq. (III.13). Before we continue and discuss how to extend our framework to higher orders in and the second master integral, let us summarize our main steps: we were able to write a simple function, the logarithm appearing in eq. (III.4), with complicated arguments involving a square root of a quartic polynomial, in terms of more complicated functions, the elliptic multiple polylogarithms, with a simple argument. This strategy is reminiscent of the strategy employed successfully in the computation of polylogarithmic integrals. A key ingredient in establishing our method was the identification of the integration kernels ψ i . The integral considered so far was simple enough to appear directly in terms of these kernels. However, as will be discussed below, it is possible to tackle more complicated integrals using IBP identities.
B. The first master integral in dimensional regularization
So far we have only discussed the master integral S 111 in strictly two dimensions. In the remainder of this section we extend our analysis to higher orders in the expansion, and we show that S 111 can be expressed in terms of eMPLs at every order in dimensional regularization. We only discuss the linear term in explicitly. The extension to higher orders is straightforward.
Expanding the Feynman parameter integral in eq. (III.1) to linear order in , we find,
The denominator in eq. (III.22) is identical to the denominator in eq. (III.2), and so we can expect that the integration can be done using a similar algorithm as for = 0. Hence, we let
, and the result of the integral over x 2 can be written in terms of ordinary multiple polylogarithms as
where χ has been defined in eq. (III.5), and we have introduced the quantity
The remaining integration over x can be done following the same steps as for = 0: we write every ordinary MPL with a complicated argument in the integrand as a linear combination of eMPLs such that the integration can immediately be performed using the definition of the E 4 functions in eq. (III.13).
This rewriting can be done recursively in the weight of the MPLs. For example, let us consider how to rewrite G(1; χ) in terms of eMPLs. We can differentiate with respect to x and integrate back, and we find,
We apply this procedure to every MPL of weight one. Next, we differentiate MPLs of weight two. The derivative contains MPLs of weight one, which we know how to express in terms of eMPLs. For example, we find,
Inserting eq. (III.25) into the integrand, we find
The same idea can be applied to every MPL in eq. (III.23). After this is done, we can easily perform the integral over x using the definition of eMPLs in eq. (III.13). The final result reads We see that, just like for the leading term in the expansion, we can cast the result in the form of a linear combination of eMPLs. It is easy to extend the procedure used to perform the integration at higher orders in , which proves that the S 111 in d = 2 − 2 dimensions can be expressed in terms of E 4 functions at every order in dimensional regularization.
IV. THE SECOND MASTER INTEGRAL OF THE EQUAL-MASS SUNRISE
In this section we discuss the second master integral S 211 of the equal-mass sunrise topology. We will follow the same strategy as for the first master integral, i.e., we start from the Feynman parameter representation of S 211 and perform all the integrations sequentially in terms of eMPLs. In the process, we will discover that the integration kernels introduced in eq. (III.15) are insufficient to perform all the integrals, and we will be forced to extend our set of integration kernels.
Let us start from the expression of the second master integral in terms of Feynman parameters:
where the Symanzik-polynomials F and U have been defined in eq. (II.4). The integral is finite in two dimensions, and the leading term in is
(IV.
2)
The previous integral is very similar in structure to the Feynman parameter integral representation of the first master integral in eq. (III.2). The main difference is that we have an additional power of the polynomial F in the denominator and pick up numerator terms from the polynomial U. These will lead to the appearance of rational prefactors in the integrand that need to be dealt with using integration-byparts identities.
To start, we proceed in exactly the same way as for S 111 in the previous section. We eliminate the integration over x 3 using the δ function, and we map x 1 to the unit interval by changing variables according to to x 1 = x/(1 − x). Afterwards, we can factorize the quadratic polynomial in x 2 in the denominator and perform partial fractioning. The integral over x 2 can then be done using standard techniques. We find the following representation of S 211 :
where
where χ and y are defined in eqs. (III.5) and (III.6). We will evaluate the integral in eq. (IV.3) by first computing a primitive of I i , and then we evaluate the primitives at the integration boundaries. Let us begin by computing a primitive of I 1 . I 1 does not contain any dependence on the square root y, and so we can simply compute the primitive in terms of ordinary MPLs after partial fractioning of the denominator. Since we want to combine the result with the elliptic contributions from I 2 , we find it convenient to write all ordinary MPLs from the beginning in terms of eMPLs. We find,
Next we turn to the second term in eq. (IV.3). In contrast to I 1 , this term is of elliptic type due to the presence of y in the denominator. Let us recall that log χ can be cast in the form of a linear combination of eMPLs in eq. (III.19). Partial fractioning in x leads to integrals of the form
where X (x) is some eMPL. At first glance, this integral looks very similar to eq. (III.15) with c = a i . There is however a crucial difference: the integral in eq. (III.15) has a simple pole at x = c for c = a i . Since x = a i is a zero of the square root y, the integrand in eq. (IV.6) behaves like (x − a i ) −3/2 for x ∼ a i . Hence, the point x = a i is not a pole in eq. (IV.6), but rather a branch point of the square root. In the next subsection we discuss how to evaluate such integrals.
A. Intermezzo: Integration of eMPLs with rational coefficients
Let us begin by considering the simplest instance of the types of integrals encountered in eq. (IV.6), corresponding to X (x) ≡ 1. Without loss of generality, we restrict the discussion to the case i = 1. We find that we can write the integral in eq. (IV.6) as,
withs n = s n (a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) and s n are the symmetric polynomials of degree n. We can immediately recognize our integration kernels ψ 0 (0, x) and ψ −1 (∞, x) in the formula above. However, we also find the integral
which does not immediately translate into one of our kernels in eq. (III.15), nor can it be reduced to them using IBP identities. We are therefore forced to introduce a new kernel, which we define bỹ
This kernel contains not only the necessary x 2 /y term, but also terms proportional to ψ −1 (∞, x) and ψ 0 (0, x). These terms are purely conventional at this point.
The object in eq. (IV.9) seems rather random at first sight; in particular we do not seem to be consistent in our notation for the integration kernels. There is a reason for not associating the name ψ i to this kernel: we demand of our kernels ψ i that they have at most simple poles. The above kernelΦ 4 (x), however, has a double pole at x = ∞: indeed, letting x = 1/u, we can see that
and consequently,
Note that the term proportional to x/y removes the simple pole at u = 0, so thatΦ 4 (x) has a double pole at infinity with vanishing residue. As a consequence,Φ 4 (x) does not meet the fundamental criterion that our integration kernels should have at most simple poles. However, a function with a double pole gives rise to a primitive with a simple pole. We define a primitive ofΦ 4 by
where ω 1 is the first of the two periods of the elliptic curve, defined as (IV.14)
In the previous equation, K(λ) ≡ F(1|λ) denotes the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Similarly, one defines the quasi-periods of the elliptic curve by
where E(λ) ≡ E(1|λ) denotes the elliptic integral of the second kind
Since Z 4 (x) is a primitive of a function with a double pole at infinity, Z 4 (x) itself only has a single pole at x = ∞. Consequently, we can use it to define new integration kernels for our elliptic multiple polylogarithms,
Let us make an important comment about this kernel. Unlike the kernels considered in eq. (III.15), the function ψ 1 (∞, x) is not rational or algebraic, but it is itself an integral that defines a transcendental function. We see here one of the main differences between ordinary and elliptic polylogarithms: while ordinary MPLs only require integration kernels that are rational, this is no longer the case for elliptic polylogarithms. Indeed, the kernel in eq. (IV.17) cannot be reduced to any of the kernels we defined so far. In particular, it is independent of ψ −1 (∞, x), even though both kernels have a single pole at infinity. The fact that ψ 1 (∞, x) is transcendental has far-reaching implications. In particular, we will not be able to simplify powers of kernels or products with other kernels using partial fractioning. Instead, powers or product of kernels that involve Z 4 will define new independent kernels. For example we can consider,
Higher powers of Z 4 (x) will lead to further kernels ψ ±n with n > 2. We obtain in this way an infinite tower of independent integration kernels, which can be constructed in the above fashion by taking combinations of powers of Z 4 (x) with elementary rational kernels. This may sound disconcerting at first sight: we set out to perform integrals over functions involving elliptic square roots in a closed form only to find that an infinite set of basis kernels is required. While there is no way around this fact in general, it turns out that for a given problem-concretely, a given number of integrations-only a finite number of kernels will ever contribute. In fact, for the problems discussed in this note the elementary kernels in eq. (III.15), together with the kernels defined in eqs. (IV.17) and (IV.18), are sufficient to perform all the integrals. Finally, after this very long digression, we can return to the integral in eq. (IV.7), and we can rewrite the term x 2 /y in terms ofΦ 4 (x). We obtain dx y (x − a 1 ) = 2 a 12 a 13 a 14
B. Back to the second master integral
After this intermezzo on the integration on elliptic curves, let us now return to the computation of the second master integral of the sunrise topology with equal masses. We had arrived at a point where we needed to perform integrals of the type in eq. (IV.6). For X (x) ≡ 1, we can simply follow the reasoning of the previous section. In general, however, X (x) will be an elliptic polylogarithm. Fortunately, we can use IBP to reduce all appearing integrals to our extended set of integral kernels. We refer the reader to appendix A for a more detailed discussion. Integrating the I 2 term in eq. (IV.3) comes down to finding primitives like the following:
The integrals appearing on the right-hand-side can be expressed in terms of our kernels to yield
In a similar fashion we can perform the remaining integrals contributing to the primitive of I 2 that are listed in appendix B. Combining them together with the primitive of I 1 in eq. (IV.5) we obtain the primitive of eq. (IV.3):
In the above expression we have used the coefficients C i defined by
2 ) ,
,
Some comments about the structure of this result are in order. First of all, note that the terms proportional to E 4 1 ai ; x from the primitive of I 1 in eq. (IV.5) exactly cancel against corresponding terms in the primitive of I 2 , so that the result has no logarithmic singularities at roots of the elliptic curve. Second, let us note that the term proportional to log x E 4 ( 0 0 ; x) arises from the shuffle identity
In order to obtain the final result for the second master of the sunrise, we need to evaluate the primitive at the upper boundary of the integration region at x = 1. When we try to evaluate the primitive at x = 1, we realize that some of the eMPLs in the result have logarithmic singularities at x = 1, namely the eMPLs where the pole of the last integration is at x = 1, these are
The first of these eMPLs is already manifestly logarithmically divergent at x = 1, because E 4 ( 1 1 ; x) = log(1 − x). The remaining two, however, do not have the divergent logarithms manifest. In order to be able to explicitly cancel the divergent logarithms and to obtain a manifestly finite result, we need to extract the divergence from the remaining two eMPLs. The strategy for that is very simple: we start from the integral representation and subtract the pole at x = 1. Let us illustrate this procedure on E 4 −1 1 ; x . We have,
The integrand has a pole at x = 1 with unit residue. We subtract the pole, and then add it back,
The singularity is now manifest in the E 4 ( 1 1 ; x) term, while the remaining term is finite. We define
Similarly we can regulate E 4 −2
and we obtain a finite limit
Inserting the expressions for the regulated limits from eqs. (IV.29) and (IV.31) into the primitive in eq. (IV.22) , we see that the logarithmic divergences cancel. The final result for the second master integral reads
While we only present the explicit result for the leading order in the expansion, it is easy to repeat the steps outlined in this section to obtain analytic results at every order in in terms of eMPLs and Z 4 .
V. A LIGHTNING SUMMARY OF ELLIPTIC POLYLOGARITHMS
In the previous sections we have shown that all the members of the sunrise topology can be expressed in terms of the eMPLs defined in eqs. (III.13), (III.15) and (III.16). We discuss how to extend these results to members of the sunrise topology depending on three different masses in the next section. The goal of this section is to present a concise summary of the main concepts introduced in previous sections, and to shortly discuss some further properties of eMPLs. For a more detailed discussion of these functions and their properties, we refer to ref. [40] .
a. Elliptic curves and their invariants:
Our main objects of interest are integrals whose integrands depend on a rational function of the integration variable x as well as of the square root y of a quartic polynomial in x,
The variables x and y define an elliptic curve, and so we actually look at integrals on an elliptic curve. The quantity a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) is called the root vector of the elliptic curve. There are certain 'invariants' attached to an elliptic curve, the periods ω i and the quasi-periods η i , cf. eqs. (IV.13) and (IV.13). The periods and quasi-periods are functions only of the root vector, and can be expressed in terms of the elliptic integrals of the first and second kind K and E, cf. eqs. (III.9) and (IV.16). Note that a cubic polynomial also defines an elliptic curve. We do not discuss the case of a cubic polynomial in this paper, but we refer to [40] .
b. IBP identities:
An integral on an elliptic curve can be reduced via IBP identities to a set of basis/master integrals. The relevant IBP identities are collected in Appendix A. The kernels corresponding to the master integrals read
The quantities Z 4 andΦ 4 are defined in eqns. (IV.12) and (IV.9). The integration kernels are chosen such that they have at most simple poles, and so their integrated versions have at most logarithmic singularities. The quantities Z (n) 4
are polynomials in Z 4 of the form
with Z
4 (x) = Z 4 (x), and the dots indicate terms that involve fewer powers of Z 4 , such that they cancel the pole of order n at x = ∞ of Z 4 (x) n . In the context of the sunrise integrals only the case n = 1 is relevant. We do therefore not discuss the case n > 1 here, but we refer to the literature for a detailed discussion [40] .
c. Elliptic polylogarithms:
Integrating multiple times over the elliptic integration kernels in eq. (V.2), leads to multiple elliptic polylogarithms (eMPLs)
where n i ∈ Z, c i ∈ C ∪ {∞} and the recursion starts with E 4 (; x) = 1. k is called the length and n 1 + . . . + n k is the weight. Since the kernels have at most simple poles, eMPLs have at most logarithmic singularities.
d. Shuffle algebra: eMPLs form a shuffle algebra graded by the length. In other words, a product of two eMPLs can be recast in the form of a linear combination of eMPLs, 
e. Completeness and independence of the integration kernels:
The integration kernels in eq. (V.2) define a complete and independent set. In particular, eMPLs are linearly independent (for generic values of x). The set of kernels is infinite, which is a feature of the elliptic curve. In general, for every c ∈ C∪{∞} with c = a i , there are two infinite towers of integration kernels ψ ±n (c, x), n ≥ 1. If c = a i , then we can always reduce the tower with negative index via IBP identities (cf. section IV A for an illustration of this reduction in the case of ψ −1 (a i , x), in particular eq. (IV.19) ). For the solution of a particular integral, however, only a finite number of kernels is required. Finally, every integral involving eMPLs and rational functions involving x and y can be performed in terms of the same class of functions. For an explicit algorithm how to perform such integrals, we refer to Appendix A and ref. [40] .
f. Relationship to ordinary MPLs and elliptic integrals: eMPLs contain various classes of special functions that are well-known in the mathematics and physics literature. In particular, eq. (III.16) implies that ordinary MPLs are a special case of eMPLs,
In addition, the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first, second and third kinds are special cases of eMPLs. For example, if the root vector is a = (−1/w, −1, 1, 1/w), 0 < w < 1, we have
g. Relationship to the eMPLs by Brown & Levin: Finally, our eMPLs are closely related to multiple elliptic polylogarithms that appear in pure mathematics and string theory [36, 37, 43] . In particular, in ref. [40] we show that every E 4 function can be written as a linear combination of the elliptic polylogarithms of ref. [36, 37, 43] , and vice-versa (Up to a technical distinction which is irrelevant in the context of this paper; see ref. [40] for details). In other words, the functions defined in eq. (III.13) are simply an alternative basis for the eMPLs in ref. [36, 37, 43] . As such, our functions deserve indeed to be called elliptic polylogarithms.
VI. SEVERAL APPLICATIONS
In this section we present additional applications of our elliptic polylogarithms to integrals from the sunrise topology. While in previous sections we have focused on the equal-mass case, from now on we consider the generic case with three different non-zero masses. Using IBP identities, one finds four master integrals with three propagators for the sunrise topology, which we may choose as The three master integrals with an additional power on one of the propagators are obviously related by a simple permutation of the masses m i . It will therefore be sufficient to discuss the integrals S 111 and S 211 , and the remaining integrals can be obtained by symmetry. For this reason, we will again refer to S 111 and S 211 as the first and second master integrals of the sunrise topology. Analytic results for the first master integral S 111 with three different masses can be found in ref. [26, 27] , while one of the main results of this paper is to present an analytic expression for S 211 with different masses for the first time. In order to calculate this result, we take an approach that is complementary to the Feynman parameters used in the equal-mass case: we compute analytic expressions for S 111 and S 211 from dispersion relations. In this way we demonstrate the flexibility of our language of elliptic polylogarithms, and at the same time we obtain more compact representations for the sunrise integrals in the case of three different masses [44] .
To compute the sunrise integrals in the dispersive approach, we begin by first computing the imaginary part of the master integrals. The imaginary part can be computed using the optical theorem by replacing all propagators of the sunrise diagram by on-shell δ functions, and we discuss in detail the computation of the maximal cut of S 111 in terms of eMPLs. Once the imaginary part is obtained, we can recover the master integrals S 111 and S 211 by performing a dispersion integral.
A. The maximal cut of the first master integral
In this section we discuss the computation of the maximal cut of S 111 . In ref. [29] it was shown that the imaginary part of S 111 can be written as follows
with s = −S = p 2 and where we defined
and the Källen function is
Since the Källen function is a polynomial of degree two, we can immediately recognize the square root of a quartic polynomial in the denominator of eq. (VI.2). The quartic polynomial is given by
where the roots are given by
For s > (m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ) 2 , the roots are real and ordered as b 1 < b 2 < b 3 < b 4 , which we assume in the following. We also assume that the three masses m i are distinct and non-vanishing, so that no two roots coincide.
We The leading term in is given by
where in the second step we have recognized the integration kernel ψ 0 (0, x). The coefficient C
111 can be represented by the integral
where in the last step we have used the fact that ordinary MPLs are a subset of eMPLs, cf. eq. (V.6).
The remaining integral can now be performed by using the recursive definition of eMPLs in eq. (III.13), with the result 
Let us conclude this section by commenting on how the results of this section generalize to higher orders in . From eq. (VI.7) we see that the integrand at any order contains products of logarithms only. Using the shuffle algebra properties of MPLs and eMPLs, and the fact that ordinary MPLs are a subset of eMPLs, we can see that the integrand can always be written in terms of E 4 functions. The resulting integrals can then always easily be performed in terms of eMPLs, proving that the maximal cut of the sunrise integral can be expressed in terms of eMPLs to all orders in dimensional regularization.
B. The first master integral from a dispersion relation
In this section we present the computation of the master integrals S 111 and S 211 using a dispersive approach. As we will see, this allows us to obtain a very compact representation for all master integrals, even in the unequal mass case.
Let us go back to the formula for the imaginary part of the two-loop massive sunrise with different masses and for general values of the dimensions d, eq. (VI.2). We can reconstruct the full sunrise integral through a dispersion relation as follows 2 and we omitted the small imaginary part associated to s, s → s + i0 + . As a first step, we exchange the integrals and write
(VI.12)
Upon inspecting eq. (VI.12), since the integral over u contains only one quadratic square root, it is obvious that this integral can easily be performed in terms of multiple polylogarithms at every order in . The result can then be integrated over t in terms of our E 4 functions. For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the leading order in , though we stress that there is no conceptual obstacle to extend the result to higher orders. Furthermore, we assume without loss of generality that the masses are ordered according to m 3 < m 2 < m 1 , and we work below threshold to deal with real quantities only, i.e., 0 < s < m 2 123 . We find
. (VI.13)
We can now perform explicitly the integral over u and we find
. (VI.14)
Finally, we change of variables according to
where the four roots b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 are defined in eq. (VI.6), and we are left with
where we defined
It is now entirely straightforward to integrate eq. (VI.16) in terms of our E 4 functions. We recast the logarithms in the form of eMPLs functions, and we obtain
which immediately yields
with the definitions 20) and
C. The second master integral from a dispersion relation
In this section we extend the results of the previous section to the second master integral of the sunrise integrals with different masses. Without loss of generality, we discuss S 121 , and the other cases are obtained by symmetry. In addition, the second master integral is related to the first master integral by differentiation,
Hence, we can obtain an integral representation of S 121 by simply differentiating with respect to the mass in the dispersive representation of S 111 in eq. (VI.16). However, upon differentiating under the integral sign, we generate a potential end-point singularity in the upper integration limit x → Q 2 , which we need to regularize. We write
where we introduced a small regularization parameter δ. If we perform partial fractioning in x and use the expression of the logarithms in terms of E 4 functions, we immediately see that we are left with the following types of integrals to do
for different values of (n, c). The integrals above can be performed in a straightforward way in terms of E 4 functions using the techniques introduced in previous sections. In the final result, all poles in δ cancel, and we can safely take the limit δ → 0. We find that S 121 (s, m 
4 (0) amplitudes in N = 4 super Yang-Mills and string theory. In particular it will be interesting to examine the recent representation [17] of the famous ten-point double box in N = 4 to see if it can be integrated in terms of our functions. As a last remark, one very important aspect that we plan to study in the near future is the use of our functions in the context of the differential equations method [47] [48] [49] [50] , which has proven to be extremely powerful to compute complicated multiloop Feynman integrals in terms of multiple polylogarithms. In general, we expect the differential equations with respect to the kinematic invariants to translate in our formalism into derivatives of our functions with respect to the branch points that define the elliptic curve. A first example of this has been worked out for a special subclass of these functions appearing in the computation of the imaginary part of the equal mass two-loop sunrise graph in ref. [31] . A proper understanding of these derivatives in the general case will be essential not only to extend the use of our functions to more complicated problems, but also to properly define a symbol calculus for elliptic polylogarithms in a similar way as it was done for Goncharov polylogarithms [6, 7] . one will have to pay attention to the case where a shift c in the integration kernels of family D is a zero of the quartic polynomial. Finally, one can identify the following set of master integrals:
These integrals are in one-to-one-correspondence with the integration kernels defined in eq. (V.2): the associated integrals can then be easily done employing eq. (III.13). Finally, we mention that there is one potentially problematic case: C 2 [Z 4 (x) n E 4 ]. This integral requires the use of special identities to rewrite powers of the function Z 4 . Higher powers of Z 4 are, however, not important for the examples discussed in this paper. We therefore refer the reader to ref. [40] for a detailed discussion of this case.
Appendix B: Integrals appearing in the second master
Here we list the integrals contributing to the primitive of I 2 defined in eq. (IV.4). These integrals are all of the type of eq. (IV.6), where X (x) is one of the eMPLs appearing in eq. (III.19). Without loss of generality, we list here the integrals for a i = a 1 , while they will appear summed over all four roots a i in the primitive of I 2 . Here we have defined the following abbreviations, 
